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Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 4 - Forward Skating
Lesson 4 - Forward Skating warm up 10 min

Divide into opposite corners and have cones set up as in 
diagram. Warm up the skating and edges.

- Skating with crossovers
- Inside Edge 1 foot
- Outside Edge 1 foot
- Mohawk
- Transition F/B
- Tight Turns
- Add Pucks and repeat

Notes
Goalies 20 min
Butterfly basics and recovery session. Depending on 
Levels of Athletes, recoveries will include returning to feet 
and backside work. 

Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 4 - Skating Stride
Lesson 4 - Skating Stride 10 min

Player skate along the lines as outlined in diagram 
concentrating on stride mechanics. Make sure players are 
in their hockey stance entire time with long powerful 
pushes and toe snap. 

Right Leg pushes
Left Leg pushes
Alternating 
Full sprint on line and glide up wall
Add pucks

Notes
Goalies continue with goalie instructor
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Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 4 - Skating Stride Shooting
Lesson 4 - Skating Stride Shooting 10 min

Players in opposite corners go other end with pucks 
practicing their full stride skating with pucks leading into 
shots working on shooting release. Encourage players to 
work on quick release from full speed stride. Pretend back 
checker is on them. Make sure 3 shots give goalie enough 
time to set up. Stagger player 1,2,3. 6 players shoot every 
whistle. 

Duration: 10 minutes

Lesson 4 - Skating Under Pressure
Lesson 4 - Forward Skating under pressure 10 min

Players partner with another player who will challenge them 
at equal or similar skating ability. Player with puck starts at 
blue line as back checker starts at cone slightly behind. 
Adjust cone as necessary to make race easier or more 
difficult. Players are working on skating stride speed under 
pressure of game like situation. Player with puck is working 
on quick release shooting from skating stride under 
pressure. 

Duration: 15 minutes

Lesson 4 - Checkers
Lesson 4 - Small Area Game Checkers 15 min

Divide 2 teams into strongest and weakest at each end 
playing same game. Make sure players are divided among 
their colours like checkers along blue line. It starts 1 on 1 
but every time a player passes to their team that player 
gets to join in the game until a goal is scored or coach 
blows whistle. Players must get a scoring chance before 
passing it to the next player to join. Try to let each player 
start the 1 v 1. Players should work on their quick release 
shooting under game like pressure. 


